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Test results reveal 3 New Apartments have ‘moderate’ mold

All other New Apts showed ‘low’ levels of mold. | COLLEGIAN ARCHIVES
CHARLOTTE RUFFINE
STAFF WRITER

Last Friday, New Apartment
(“New Apt”) residents received final
mold test results from the Office of
Residential Life (ResLife). According to Director of Residential Life
Leah Reuber, these final results revealed that only three units had mold
counts in the moderate range, while
the others had low levels of mold.
The New Apts are notoriously
one of the least desirable housing
options: Besides their distance from
South Campus and their thin walls,
the apartments have had reports of
mold and mice. Earlier this semester, residents of two New Apts, D1
and D8, had to vacate after mold was
discovered in their units. Following a
number of mold complaints, ResLife
tested other students’ New Apts in
October and determined that remediation would be necessary. “When
we first received reports of mold, we

worked with students to get the air
quality testing done and to get remediation efforts into those units,” Reuber said.
The problem stems mainly from
the New Apts’ damp location. They
are situated down an embankment
behind the NCAs, a location that
encourages flooding and moisture.
Additionally, the New Apts are particularly vulnerable to mold because
of their proximity to the woods and
their many windows. Reuber noted
that the apartments’ consistent occupancy could also contribute to issues. “The New Apartments are in
pretty heavy use all throughout the
year, so it’s harder to get in there and
give [the New Apts] kind of a break
period where they’re not being used,
which can contribute to some of that
wear and tear in different buildings,”
she said.
Residents received the results
from the mold tests on Friday. To
redistribute this information to stu-

dents, ResLife went through a nearly
100-page document from ChemTech, the testing provider, found
the information for each apartment
and then emailed each resident their
apartment’s results. The levels of
mold in each New Apt were determined by the mold spore concentration, or number of reproductive mold
cells, in each unit. These mold spores
cannot usually be detected without
magnification and are often found
wafting through the air. The vast majority of New Apts were found to have
low levels of mold, while only three
units were reported to have moderate
levels, according to Reuber.
In response to these findings, a
specialized company will come to
campus this Thanksgiving break to
conduct in-depth cleaning of each
apartment. Reuber explained that
most of the mold was detected in
bathrooms, near windowsills and
in other areas with limited airflow
or abundant moisture, and that the

company coming to clean will have
each apartment’s test results so that
they know which areas in each residence need to be cleaned. The company will also be inspecting the
HVAC systems of each building to
ensure that they are cleaned, and
will potentially replace the filters if
needed.
In the meantime, after sharing
these results, ResLife suggested a
number of preventative measures
against mold, such as storing items in
plastic instead of cardboard, reporting any leaks to maintenance and
turning their exhaust fan on after using the shower. All students were also
advised to remove items from under
stairs and put away wet towels and
clothes.
Despite the results that the mold
levels are not particularly dangerous
or harmful, not all students are satisfied. New Apt resident Sasha Litt
’25 said that the results initially left
her feeling more confused than anything. Although, according to Litt,
her apartment has visible mold in
the bathroom, the report she and her
housemates received says that mold
is not visible in their unit. Since this
fact was omitted, Litt was concerned
that the testing process may not have
been thorough. “They didn’t really
tell us [what the test entailed],” she
said. Although she and her housemates were eventually informed that
mold was present in their bathroom
and under their stairs, they still are
unaware if their common space or
kitchen were ever tested.
Although Litt’s apartment scored
relatively low on spore counts overall, every room did not present those
same levels. For example, one of Litt’s
housemates had to have their mat-

tress and rug removed because trichoderma mold, a green mold most
commonly found indoors, was discovered. Litt speculated that this may
be because that housemate’s room is
closest to a large window. This guess
is in line with the testing information
Reuber provided to the Collegian
that windowsills were hotbeds for
most of the mold in the apartments.
Although ResLife may have
taken longer to respond than students had hoped, Reuber noted that
as soon as ResLife staff received reports of mold, they began to take
steps to address the issues. “When
we received first reports of mold, we
worked with students to get air testing done,” she said. “[The issue] was
brought to us, and we’re just doing
our due diligence to make sure it’s
taken care of. It’s taken a bit of time
just because there’s about 140 residents out there.”
She also noted that in the future,
ResLife plans to be more proactive
in its efforts to prevent mold-related
issues. “I think we’re looking now to
be more intentional about what spaces we use during the summer, and
making sure that we have time to get
in there and do a deep cleaning before new occupants come in. That requires a little bit of creative thinking
in terms of where summer residents
land, where summer research folks
land, where camps and conferences
land,” she said. “That’s something
we’ve realized we need to be pretty
intentional about to make sure that
those deep cleanings happen, so that
way [the mold] doesn’t build up from
year to year.”
News Editor Hannah Dourgarian
contributed to reporting.

Village Market to begin selling pizza after Thanksgiving
AUDREY GIBSON
STAFF WRITER

When students return from Thanksgiving
Break, they will find a new source of a currently limited good: pizza. While the choices
of recipes, crusts, sauces and cheeses are still
in development, the Village Market will begin
selling pizza slices and pies Nov. 28, the Monday after students return from break. It will
also begin selling acai bowls the same day.
In August, the Market’s ownership transitioned to a Gambier couple, Betsy and Nick
Jones. They have implemented a number of
changes so far, such as expanded hours and
hiring student workers, with much success.
For example, each Tuesday night they sell
walking tacos for $6.50-$7.50, and on Nov. 8,
they sold almost 100, according to Betsy Jones.
The Market is working to find the best pizzas to make and sell by using top-quality ingredients and testing different crusts, sauces
and cheese. Their staff got a test run of their
pizza cooking at rugby formal last Saturday
night. They provided 10 pizzas with three

New pizza oven was installed earlier this month. | SARA HALEBLIAN
types of crust — cauliflower, thin and pan.
According to Betsy, students later said their favorite was pan, and the cauliflower crust was
good, considering that it was cauliflower.
With only two restaurants on campus
after Chilito’s closed, plus the high cost of
food delivery from Mount Vernon, the Kenyon community has been seeking another
source of food in town to best meet commu-

nity members’ needs. Lara Caligor ’24, a student employee at the Market, said that what
makes the Market unique is that the owners
are very intentional in their efforts to meet
the needs and wants of the community. Jack
Wessels ’24, another student employee, summarized the situation well: “I’m excited for the
student body just in the fact that Kenyon has
a demand for good quality food on campus,

and for a lot of students, accessing Domino’s
or accessing Mount Vernon, it’s hard. So to be
able to have a local option supporting a local
business, but also pizza, which, at least in my
opinion, is better than Domino’s, is something
that’s really just great for the student body.”
The owners’ efforts to best meet the demands of the community can be seen further
in their decision to begin serving acai bowls.
“There’s been some request for some healthier
things, and we’re trying to bring that to the
market,” Betsy Jones said.
The Joneses are excited for their addition
of pizza to give them the opportunity to add
a personal stamp to the Market, such as by
naming sweet and spicy sauces after their two
kids, Brecken and Palmer. “The Village Market’s been around since 1947, so there’s a lot of
things we couldn’t change because it’s nostalgic, so this is kind of our way of putting our
own little touch on it,” Nick Jones said. Betsy
Jones added, “This is the first time the Market
has made pizza, so this is something we could
be creating years and years and years and
years to come, and we want the Brecken and
the Palmer to hopefully stick around.”
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In wintry conditions, Kenyon’s new birding club takes flight
LIZ DEPROSPO
STAFF WRITER

From expert ornithologists to anyone who simply enjoys strolling in
nature, Kenyon’s new Birding Club
offers all students the opportunity to
familiarize themselves with Ohio’s
avians. The organization, which centers around birdwatching, held its
first hike at the Brown Family Environmental Center (BFEC) on Nov.
3, but members are soon looking to
spread their wings far beyond the Kenyon campus.
Birding Club, which was officially approved on Oct. 30, has several experienced birders at its forefront — including Expedition Chair
Isoo O’Brien ’25, who broke a Cook
County birding record in 2020 when
he spotted 282 different species in a
single year. O’Brien explained in an
email to the Collegian that he is excited to provide his expert advice to
beginner birders. “Birding is a pretty
niche interest, especially within the
demographic of college students, so
starting a club is a great way to bring
us together,” O’Brien wrote.
The club has already sparked enthusiasm on campus, making its
debut with a walk at the BFEC that
successfully drew a crowd of dedicated nature enthusiasts despite the
snow and sleet. According to Birding Club Vice President Aidan Cullen
’26, about 10 students showed up for
the Nov. 12 walk, and attendees had
several sightings — including a bald
eagle, a red-bellied woodpecker and
tufted titmice. Based on participants’
willingness to endure the cold, Cullen is confident that the club will not
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allow the rapidly approaching chilly
weather to clip its wings. “Though the
winter isn’t an ideal time for birding,
there are still some local spots with
swans, cranes and owls that we plan
to visit!” Cullen wrote in an email to
the Collegian.
Birding Club’s current plans primarily involve monthly nature walks
at the BFEC. However, the group is already setting their binoculars on birding sites beyond Kenyon’s campus.
According to Cullen, as spring approaches, the club hopes to use Business and Finance Committee funding
to purchase binoculars and camera
equipment — in addition to acquiring
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College vehicle certification that will
allow them to travel to other locations
throughout Ohio.
Right now, however, Cullen explained that the club’s top priority is
building a loyal community and attracting a group of regular attendees
committed to participating in monthly birding walks. In an email to the
Collegian, Assistant Professor of Biology Natalie Wright, the club’s faculty sponsor, encouraged anyone who
wishes to gain exposure to a variety of
scientific disciplines to consider joining the club for a walk. “Knowledge of
birds leads to a broader understanding of anatomy, ecology, evolution,

behavior and conservation, and often
leads students to seek careers in biology or environmental studies,” she
wrote.
Although the Birding Club is highly relevant to those studying the sciences, Cullen reiterated that anyone
— regardless of skill level or career
interests — is encouraged to join. “If
you have any interest in birds, Ohio
natural history or just want to find a
community to engage in nature with,
please join! We will be leading field
trips and hosting meetings to learn
more about the science of ornithology
and hopefully having fun activities.
Anyone is welcome!”
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CSAD panel discusses last week’s midterm election results
SOPHIE PECK
STAFF WRITER

Following last Tuesday’s midterm
elections, the Center for the Study of
American Democracy (CSAD) teamed
up with the Department of Political Science to host a panel centered
on analyzing the results. Visiting
Instructor of Women’s and Gender
Studies and Political Science Gilda
Rodriguez, Professor Emeritus of Political Science John Elliot and Harry
M. Clor Professor of Political Science
Tim Spiekerman discussed their takeaways with moderator Associate Director of CSAD Nancy Powers ’83.
Powers began the panel with a brief
overview of Tuesday’s events. She described how the “red wave” that political pundits predicted would occur

on a wide scale did not materialize.
Instead, Democrats were able to preserve their majority in the United
States Senate. Republicans won down
the ballot in Ohio and managed to
gain control of the U.S. House of Representatives. Powers gave a special
shoutout to Rep. Lizzie Fletcher ’97,
who was re-elected to represent Texas’
seventh congressional district.
Powers first asked the panelists how
people should interpret these results,
some of which were very unexpected,
like Democrat Katie Hobbs’ win in
Arizona and several House races in
New York that went Republican. Each
professor offered differing theories
as to why the president’s party fared
much better than historical precedent
would suggest. Rodriguez emphasized
that the youth vote was a factor that

boosted the Democrats’ performance
nationally.
Spiekerman, wary of attributing a
single explanation to the outcomes,
suggested that hot button issues such
as inf lation did not necessarily determine the way people voted.
Abortion, on the other hand, panelists agreed was a key factor in voter’s
decisions in some but not all races.
The Supreme Court’s decision to repeal Roe v. Wade in June put abortion
at the forefront of many races, including the Ohio governor’s race. “Abortion was a motivator only in certain
races,” said Rodriguez, describing
places that had ballot initiatives pertaining to abortion.
In the Ohio governor’s race, however, “abortion was not enough to
overcome incumbent Mike DeWine’s

popularity,” she said. A ballot measure that would prohibit abortions in
Kentucky was voted down, and Michigan voters approved the enshrinement
of abortion rights in the state’s constitution.
The panel then talked more specifically about the races in Ohio. Powers described Ohio as a state that was
once a reliable bellwether state, but
is now run almost exclusively by Republicans. Rodriguez emphasized the
role of redistricting in the state as a
potential explanation for the shift in
Republican dominance. Spiekerman
talked about how Ohioans traditionally value familiarity in their politicians, which fails to explain why a
relative outsider to politics like J.D.
Vance was able to succeed in his first
run for U.S. Senate.

Students with disabilities, chronic illnesses find community
AUDREY BAKER
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, the Disabled/
Chronically Ill Student Community
Organization (DISCO), which Student Council approved on Oct. 30,
held its first official meeting. DISCO,
founded by Hannah Sussman ’25,
aims to provide a supportive community to students with disabilities and
chronic illnesses, as well as advance
the state of accessibility on Kenyon’s
campus.
DISCO’s creation comes in the
midst of Student Accessibility and
Support Services’ (SASS) yearlong
Disability = Diversity campaign,
which aims to spread awareness of
disabilities through posters, workshops and panels. The most recent
event, a presentation titled “Living
and Working with a Disability,” discussed navigating disabilities in the
workplace for National Disability
Employment Awareness Month 2022.
Sussman, however, said that she
has had trouble finding adequate
support for her disability at Kenyon
— the Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (ODEI) has no programs
specifically aimed at students with
disabilities. She hopes that DISCO
can take steps to change that, adding
that she had already had some success: Earlier this year, DISCO worked
with SASS in establishing a pre-orientation program for students with
disabilities and chronic illnesses,
which was a great success.
Although “Disabled & Chronically Ill Support Group” existed as
an unofficial student group last year,
Sussman took the steps to make it an
official organization in the fall after
her positive experience at its meetings, saying that the group gave her a
space to express her experiences with
an invisible disability in a shared
community.
“At a school like Kenyon, having a
disability felt like something I needed to hide and overcome. I felt like I
had tricked someone to get to Kenyon, and that showing my disability

might mean showing I didn’t really
belong. Thankfully, through talking
with other students with disabilities
and or chronic illnesses, I was able to
find a community of people who accepted me and understood me,” Sussman wrote in an all-student email
advertising the organization.
Sussman looks forward to partnering with other campus offices and
organizations — such as ODEI and
the Cox Health and Counseling Center — to expand DISCO’s scope as
the organization develops. She added
that along with broader campus-wide
initiatives, DISCO strives to provide
individual students with personal resources, such as the tools to advocate
for themselves when asking for extensions or excused absences.
She urged students not to let worries that they don’t fit the description
of “disabled” keep them from attending meetings, encouraging anyone who self-identifies as having a
disability or chronic illness to join.
“This is a really good place to figure
out whether these tips apply to you
[and] whether you might need access
to this community,” she said in an interview with the Collegian.
Meetings will alternate between
virtual and in-person to accommodate immunocompromised students,
and will include discussions, community-building and planning initiatives to bring more inclusivity and
accessibility to Kenyon. Around 10
students showed up to the first meeting, and Sussman predicts this number will grow.
“There are a lot of great resources
at Kenyon, but right now they are not
being directed towards students with
disabilities/chronic illnesses,” Sussman wrote in an email to the Collegian. “I hope that through DISCO
other students are able to share their
experiences and direct their energies
towards changing the systems around
them rather than themselves.”
Students interested in joining DISCO’s email list can contact Sussman
at sussman3@kenyon.edu.

COURTESY OF HANNAH SUSSMAN
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Science Saturday brings
middle schoolers to the Hill
DELILAH LOCKE
STAFF WRITER

On the morning of Nov. 12, safety
goggles, pipettes and smiling faces
were on campus for Science Saturday,
a free community outreach program
put on by BLAST off with ATHENAS.
Science Saturday is a program that is
hosted every fall and spring for local
middle school students. This semester,
the event was hosted in Rutherford B.
Hayes Hall.
Throughout the program, the middle schoolers had the opportunity to
visit three stations, where they learned
about science through fun labs and
experiments. One of the stations involved liquid nitrogen. In another,
participants added alginic acid to apple and orange juice to create polymers, which formed a spherical bubble
over the juice. “It’s so much fun because we get to expose kids to a side of
science that they haven’t seen before,”
said Ellie Haljun ’23, one of the program leaders.
Students had the opportunity to dip
bananas into liquid nitrogen, causing
them to freeze. The frozen bananas
were so sturdy that the students were
then able to hammer nails with them.
The hands-on activity made the students eager to line up for nitrogendipped cheetos, which left them with a
cool dragon’s breath effect.
In the next room over, Zachary Baker ’24 led another experiment in which
the middle schoolers did a strawberry
DNA extraction. The students were
able to look at the strawberry DNA
along with other animal, plant and
fungi cells under microscopes. One

thing Baker appreciates about the
program is the chance to share his
love of science with the participants.
“Such a big part about my interest in
science were those middle schoolish
fun aha moments. It’s really cool to
facilitate that,” said Baker.
The middle schoolers grouped at
the lab stations to watch in awe as
they extracted strawberry DNA. The
students were able to view the DNA
up close with their microscopes, and
afterward, volunteers explained the
importance of different cell types.
The students got to connect every
experiment they did with scientific
facts so they could see the reasoning
behind the magic.
The last station hosted the same
fun and excitement with tie-dye and
oobleck. Students used natural materials like dragon fruit and butterf ly pea powder to make fun tie-dye
designs. Pink, blue and yellow covered the surfaces and f loors as everyone explored the world of science
through the dye.
“It really exposes the students to
how science can be fun. You can play
with science, you can be of any identity, you can be of any age. And we let
them be messy, let them try whatever
they want and ask questions,” said
Zoe Malouf ’25, another program
leader.
Many of the volunteers for the program are STEM majors at Kenyon,
but there were also a few local high
school students who had attended
the program when they were younger
and wanted to help out. One thing is
for certain, the middle schoolers and
volunteers alike enjoyed all of the activities throughout a memorable, science-filled day.

Student Council discusses
broken Ping-Pong table
RACHEL BOTKIN
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, Student Council met to discuss the upcoming Thanksgiving Break,
the recent booster clinic, the Business and
Finance Committee’s (BFC) upcoming semester allocation hearing and the future
refurbishment of the Gund Commons
Game Room.
Vice President of Finance and Business Melissa Nixon ’23 reminded Student
Council that the BFC’s semester allocation hearings will take place on Dec. 3. The
form for this allocation will close Dec. 1 at
noon, and Nixon urges student organizations to submit their requests earlier rather
than later.
Safety and Wellness Committee Chair
Madelin Vandeberg ’25 commented on the
success of the booster clinic held last week,
where 879 total doses of the flu vaccine or
the COVID-19 booster were administered.
Vandeberg reminded students that both
shots are mandatory for Kenyon students
and that students must upload documentation of their vaccinations to their student
health portals to be in compliance with
this policy. Furthermore, for the first-year
and sophomore classes, those who are not
currently in compliance with this policy
(or who have not communicated with the
Cox Health and Counseling Center) will
be placed on academic hold, which will affect registration for the upcoming spring
semester.
Vandeberg also noted upcoming events,
such as a collaboration between the Health
Center and Weaver Wednesday, which will
occur Nov. 30. More information about
this event will be coming from these organizations closer to the date.
Housing and Dining Committee Chair

Ever Croffoot-Suede ’23 reminded students
to return any dishes, cups or silverware that
they may have taken from Peirce Dining
Hall. She said the committee will likely hold
a dish drive for students to return dishes
sometime after Thanksgiving break.
Vice President of Diversity and Inclusion
Khue Tran ’25 also mentioned that the Kenyon Source, an on-campus resource for food,
winter clothing and everyday essentials, will
be in use for the first time over Thanksgiving
Break. Students with demonstrated financial
need who are staying on campus over break
will receive an email with information on
where the Source is located and how to access it.
Student Council President Ubongabasi
Asuquo ’23 communicated with Planned
Parenthood Generation Action (PPGA)
about refilling period product dispensers
on campus. PPGA also plans to work with
maintenance to establish permanent dispensers.
Dean of Students Brian Janssen added
that the Ping-Pong table in Gund Commons
was broken beyond repair and will not be
replaced. He urged students to respect campus property, and will be working with Don
Miller and the First-Year Committee to refurbish the Gund Commons game room.
“We are unsure of how the Ping-Pong
table was destroyed, but it is sad because so
many people enjoyed using it in the Gund
Commons game room,” Janssen wrote in an
email to the Collegian. “I am confident that
with input from students we will be able to
reimagine what the space may look like in
the future and I look forward to hearing creative ideas.”
There will be no Student Council meetings for the next two weeks due to Thanksgiving break. The next Student Council
meeting will be held Dec. 4 at 7 p.m. in
Chalmers 302. All students are welcome to
attend either in person or remotely.
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Four siblings from four class years: Kenyon’s ‘royal flush’
ZANE STENERSON
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon has a royal f lush. Many Kenyonites may not know that four siblings — a first year, sophomore, junior
and senior — are on the Hill together.
The McCune siblings have followed in
the footsteps of their mother, Charissa Katzan McCune ’92, and their aunt,
Irene Katzan ’89, both of whom also
attended Kenyon. Born and raised in
Avon, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland,
the siblings had the chance to visit Kenyon several times throughout their
childhood and get to know the layout
of the campus before officially joining
the Kenyon community.
Attending Kenyon wasn’t necessarily a part of their parents’ master
plan for them. Rather, each sibling
made the decision to enroll at Kenyon
for their own separate reasons. Makarios “Kod” McCune ’24 originally
wanted to attend a larger college but
changed his mind. “The closeness of
the community is something I really
liked — you’re not lost in a sea of other students,” he said. Maximos “Max”
McCune ’23 agreed with his brother:
“The snowglobe effect of Kenyon is
pretty cool, where it’s just your campus, just your Hill, and you can really zone in on what you want to do.”
The siblings all valued community in
their college search processes, as Kallinikos “Nike” McCune ’25 and Eleutheria “Elle” McCune ’26 both agreed
that small class sizes were a motivating factor in coming to Kenyon.
Remarkably, all four siblings are on

From left, Eleutheria “Elle,” Makarios “Kod,” Kallinikos “Nike” and Maximos “Max” McCune | ZANE STENERSON
the pre-med track. Max is a neuroscience major, Nike is deciding between
biology and biochemistry and Kod and
Elle are studying molecular biology. If
you’re looking for a McCune, the Science Quad is always a safe bet. “Our
family is quite medically oriented. It’s
the world we grew up in, so it’s kind of
a natural progression of things,” Max
said. Because they are studying in the
same field, the siblings are able to enjoy hand-me-down textbooks.
The two eldest of the pack, Max
and Kod, are deeply involved with
Knox County Medical Experiences
Designed by Students (KC-MEDS),
which provides opportunities and advice for prospective medical students.
Meanwhile, Nike and Elle have been
volunteering at the Knox Community
Hospital. Elle describes herself as the
most non-STEM student of the pack.

She has a passion for writing, which
was 0another factor that drew her to
Kenyon. For that reason, she has been
excited to work with Lyceum and Sunset Press, two writing organizations
on campus, during her first semester
here.
Although the College is small, the
four have been able to forge their
own paths at Kenyon and branch out.
“Even though we are all here, we still
all have very different college experiences,” Nike said. Kenyon’s different
social scenes allow for the siblings
to be close yet feel independent. Max
said the best advice they got before
attending was from their mom, who
said, “Sure you’re a legacy, but you
have to make it your own experience.”
Kod admitted that it was comforting to visit Max’s apartment during
his first year on campus, which was

overshadowed by the COVID-19 pandemic. The only member of Greek
life from the pack, Kod, is a member
of Alpha Delta Phi (ADs). He is also
the lone lover of Peirce Dining Hall’s
Great Hall (“Old Side”) in the family,
much to the chagrin of his siblings.
But Kod doesn’t care; he said the tables on Old Side “[allow] me to spread
my food out like a medieval king.”
Even though the quartet of siblings
all lead busy, separate lives, they appreciate being able to gather together
in Peirce, Hayes Hall or just on Middle Path. It also makes Family Weekend and birthdays a breeze, they said,
as the whole family is able to gather
together for special occasions. At Kenyon, the four future doctors have been
able to continue the McCune legacy of
pursuing a medical track while making the most of their time on the Hill.

Quarterback by day, artist by night: the tale of Ryan O’Leary
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

Though his time on the
football field came to a close
on Saturday, quarterback
Ryan O’Leary ’23 is still hard
at work somewhere Kenyon
students might not expect: in
Horvitz Hall, where he is finishing up a major in studio
art.
Even after nearly four years
on the Hill, O’Leary still finds
that people don’t always expect these two facets of him.
“People oftentimes are very
surprised when I say that [I’m
a studio arts major],” he said.
“Which, I don’t know why; it’s
a very normal major, but they
don’t really apply those two
together, necessarily.” Despite
what others think, the two are
a natural pair for the quarterback from New Jersey.
O’Leary’s love of both football and art has roots in his
childhood. His football career
began when he was just eight
years old, and the joy of the
game has always driven him,
rather than a love of being
the quarterback. “I just really

enjoyed football in itself, and
quarterback just happened to
be the position that I grew to
like,” O’Leary said. In addition to growing to love football, he found a passion for
the arts as a child. “I’ve always
had an interest in art,” he said.
“Growing up, doing any sorts
of crafts, anything artistic, really made me happy.”
As a senior captain with
Kenyon football, O’Leary
started all of the Owls’ 10
games this season, finishing the campaign with 2,605
passing yards, the fourth-best
single season mark in Kenyon
history. He finished the season with 22 passing and six
rushing touchdowns. The camaraderie of the football team
is what O’Leary will have the
hardest time leaving behind
as the seasons shift from fall
to winter. “My favorite part
about [playing] quarterback
is that I get to help the other players on the team get the
ball and watch them be successful,” he said. “I think the
thing I’ll miss the most about
football is being on a team;
there’s nothing like it.”
O’Leary’s plans to pur-

sue architecture led him to
the studio art major, after he
heard from Kenyon alumni in
the field that the major had
helped them begin successful careers. While completing his degree, O’Leary has
found a particular passion for
sculpture: “I’ve always been
interested in building many
things,” he said. “I’ve worked
in construction the past couple of years, so sculpture’s
kind of grown [on] me based
off of that.” Recently, he has
been working with wire to
complete a project on memory. “I’m working on replicating certain items in my
apartment [from] memory
through wire,” he said. “The
wire works very well with this
because it’s strong but not too
strong, so it’s kind of malleable and changes, just like
memory.”
After graduation, O’Leary
is planning to put his degree
to use by working for a general contractor as an estimator,
the person who estimates the
cost of construction projects
based on the plans, before potentially returning to school
to study architecture.

COURTESY OF GRAHAM STOKES

One of O’Leary’s wire sculptures | COURTESY OF O’LEARY
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Holiday on the Hill: What Peircegiving means to students
CECILIA OSHINS
FEATURES EDITOR
MADELEINE MAGILL
FEATURES EDITOR

On Tuesday night, a line of
hungry students wrapped all the
way through Thomas Hall (“New
Side”) in anticipation of one of
Kenyon’s most beloved traditions:
Peircegiving. Though the line was
long for those who chose to eat on
the early side, the copious amount
of traditional Thanksgiving food
was well worth the wait. This
year, the Collegian asked students
to share what Peircegiving means
to them.

Kate Ford ’25
I love that it’s a thing to look
forward to in a really high-stress
time of the semester.
MADELEINE MAGILL

Guthrie Richardson ’25

Tess Abraham-Macht ’25

I loved the packed and energetic
atmosphere of such populated people, so exceedingly excited to maliciously munch many monstrously
magnificent mounds of mashed
potatoes!

I’m super excited. I never have a
traditional Thanksgiving when I’m
at home because my parents are
divorced and neither of them like
to cook, so it’s nice to have a tradition here with classic Thanksgiving
food. It’s something I can look forward to and just spend time with
my friends. And I’m glad I got in
the line earlier this year so I don’t
have to wait outside in the cold like
last year.
I remember last year we all really liked the buttered rolls with
some special herb butter that was
really good. It was exciting to have
a really good meal that felt home
cooked.
It’s a great tradition that Kenyon has. I love that everyone
sits super close together, I think it
makes it even more special that
it’s served on Old Side, which is
so beautiful. So I think it’s a nice
way for such a small school to get
together and celebrate something
because most of our holidays are
on vacation.

Karina Morey ’25
I love how excited everyone gets
about it and how the atmosphere
in Peirce is so positive and uplifting!

Iggy Nah ’23
Peircegiving is one of my favorite traditions at Kenyon
because it always puts my friends and I in such festive
moods heading into the holidays.

Juliet Hartz ’24
I’m excited because I’m not going home this year
for Thanksgiving break, so it’s my one time to get some
Thanksgiving food.
I think the best part about Peircegiving is, sure, the line
sucks, but afterwards it’s a good experience and you don’t
really remember it. You remember having Thanksgiving
with your friends, which is cool.

Rocky Reisz ’25
I’m a vegetarian and I’m excited to get some protein.
I’m here for the pies.

Sam Hafetz ’23
I usually get really stuffed and
then I can’t do any homework afterwards because I ate too much
food.

Brendan Kolerich ’25

Catie Selden ’25

I liked the mashed potatoes.

The anticipation from everyone throughout the day is
so fun.
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Ransom Notes entertain with a capella concert at Rosse Hall

COURTESY OF THE RANSOM NOTES
MEIYA CARTER
ARTS ASSISTANT

On Saturday I had the pleasure of
attending the Ransom Notes’ concert
at Rosse Hall where the singers performed a wide variety of songs including “Pink Pony Club ‘’ by Chappell
Roan and “King of Any thing’’ by Sara
Bareilles.
The Ransom Notes sing a wide variety of music that ranges from classic rock to modern pop. Ransom
Notes Presidents Becca Mucheru ’23
and Abby Patton ’23 worked very extensively with many members of the
group including Natalie Jackson ’23

and Jackie Samandas ’25 to prepare
for their fall concert. In an email to
the Collegian, Mucheru said, “Once
auditions wrapped up at the beginning of the year, we started rehearsing
five hours a week to prepare a complete set. Each song gets a minimum of
three hours of preparation time with
the entire group. That doesn’t include
the many hours that our music directors spend arranging every song.”
The abundance of rehearsal time was
evident in the performance that they
gave, and the Ransom Notes should be
proud of their success.
“Even though we had one of the
earlier concert dates in the a capella
calendar, we knew we could pull off
something great,” Mucheru further

explained. “At the beginning of the
season, we draft a schedule that includes due dates for arrangements
[and] dedicated days [for] practicing,
memorizing and reviewing different
songs.”
I had many favorite moments
throughout the performance. Many
group members performed solos, including Samandas and Dia Chiusano
’26. Another great aspect of the show
was when the group sang a mashup of
the campfire song “Baby Shark ” and
Queen’s “Bohemian R hapsody” for the
intermission.
The closing number sung by the entire group was another highlight. “We
decided to add ‘Go Your Own Way’ by
Fleetwood Mac into the concert be-

cause Natalie and myself had arranged
it together as our first major contribution to the group before we were sent
home in spring 2020,” Mucheru said.
“We announced it as our traditional
closer, even though we don’t have a
traditional closer. It’s somewhat of an
inside joke between us — announcing
whatever song we decided to perform
at the end of the concert as our traditional closer.” Another moment that
blew me away was when Mucheru sang
her solo in “Pink Pony Club.” For this,
she wore a pink cowboy hat and ended the number by tossing it into the
crowd.
Mucheru initially anticipated challenges with finding members for the
group after the pandemic. “Our High
Council (executive board) was worried about having enough members
on all voice parts for the season. We
were lucky to find so much talent at
the beginning of the year. All of our
new members (Andrew Landau ’26,
Avery Becker ’26, Billy Seeds ’26, Dia
Chiusano, George Turner ’26, and
Layla Bayoumi ’25) kept up with our
demanding rehearsal schedule and
brought so much positivity and energy
into our group. ... We play off of each
other in rehearsal and performances,
which makes us all better performers.”
There will be plenty more opportunities for students to experience
the Ransom Notes next semester. According to Mucheru, the Ransom
Notes’ “next on-campus performance
will happen next semester. We plan
to tour Ohio this January and hopefully attend the International Competition for Collegiate A Cappella next
semester as well. Though the regional competition takes place away from
Gambier, we can’t wait to share our
competitive routine in the spring.” I
urge everyone to attend the Ransom
Notes’ next concert.

Opera and Music Theater Workshop performs showcase
SACHA FRANJOLA
STAFF WRITER

On Sunday, the seats of
Brandi Recital Hall were
alive with the sounds of Kenyon’s Opera and Music Theater Workshop’s fall semester
performance. The small-butmighty company, made up
of just eight students, gave
an emotional and compelling performance of selections from Mozart, Sondheim
and Bernstein that enchanted
both seasoned musicians and
newcomers alike.
The show began with Tommy Hillmer ’25, Ava Messinger ’25 and Catherine Walker
’24 singing “Soave sia il vento”
(“May breezes blow lightly”)
from Mozart’s opera Cosí fan
Tutte. The selection required
vocalists to meld together
their distinct voices, forming
a sort of miniature choir that
is technically challenging for
many singers to master. De-

spite the piece’s difficulty, the
trio handled its lilting, melancholic quality with remarkable ease.
“Soave sia il vento” was followed by “Via resta servita”
(“To greet you, my Lady”)
from another Mozart opera,
Le Nozze di Figaro. Sydney
Goldstein ’24 and Tati Gross
’24 performed the song in
a comedic and lighthearted
way that contrasted the somber tone of the show’s opener.
The two characters, Marcellina and Susanna, are at odds
over the affections of the titular Figaro, resulting in increasingly heated attempts to
outdo one another that Gross
and Goldstein embodied with
gusto.
The final Mozart selection
was “Bald prangt den Morgen
zu verkünden” (“Soon speeds
the morning light”) from
Die Zauberf löte, performed
by Katie Ceniza-Levine ’23,
Casey Capsambelis ’23 and

Valeria Garcia-Pozo ’23. Like
“Soave sia il vento,” this piece
required immense concentration from the three performers for them to be able to appropriately convey the moving
quality of the scene and stay in
harmony with one another. On
the whole, the trio managed to
do this quite well, finishing off
the group’s foray into Mozart
with a f lourish.
The show moved into the
realm of musical theater with
Messinger returning to the
stage to deliver a rendition of
Stephen Sondheim’s “Everybody Loves Louis” from the
musical Sunday in the Park
with George. This musical is
arguably an underappreciated
Sondheim masterpiece, and
Messinger handled it with the
ease of an experienced musician. Garcia-Pozo and Gross
then gave a lovely, haunting
performance of “A Boy Like
That/I Have a Love” from Leonard Bernstein’s West Side Story,

which brought the first half
of the production to a close
with much applause.
Goldstein opened the
second act, singing “Being
Alive” from Sondheim’s recently revived Company. The
song is a staple of musical
theater, and Goldstein had
big shoes to fill when taking
it on. It was a relief to hear
Goldstein nail the famously
brassy, emotional conclusion. Keeping with the Sondheim theme, the show then
featured two selections from
Into the Woods before closing out the afternoon with a
brilliant rendition of “A Little Priest” and “The Ballad of
Sweeney Todd” from the musical Sweeney Todd.
The members of the Opera and Music Theater Workshop appeared to perform
best as an ensemble, and
their ability to feed off of
one another’s infectious love
of the craft made for an ex-

cellent showcase. Capsambelis and Ceniza-Levine, who
provided short summaries
of each song for uninitiated
audience members, aided the
f low of the performance superbly. It would additionally
be “an awful shame” (to borrow a quotation from Sondheim’s “A Little Priest”) to
allow the talents of accompanist Adjunct Instructor
of Music Rebecca Keck to go
unnoticed — it is extraordinarily difficult to serve as
the sole accompaniment for
so many vocalists singing in
so many different styles, but
Keck handled the challenge
beautifully.
The Opera and Musical
Theater Workshop put on a
fantastic showcase, reminding listeners of the immense
amount of talent that Kenyon
fosters in the practice rooms
and recital halls of Rosse
Hall. I’m looking forward to
their spring performance.
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Bianco and Jolliffe shine in production of Genet's The Maids
KYLIE MULLALY
STAFF WRITER

Bianco (left) and Jolliffe (right) | COURTESY OF CHARLOTTE PENG

This review contains spoilers.
In an attempt to escape the Gambier cold,
this Friday I attended Kenyon College Dance,
Drama, and Cinema Club's production of Jean
Genet's The Maids. The play’s subject matter
challenged the audience, but it was expertly executed by the cast and crew.
The Maids follows a pair of sisters, Solange
(Grace Jolliffe ’23) and Claire (Alexandra Bianco ’23), who work as housekeepers for the demanding Madame (Roisin O’Byrne ’25). When
Madame is away, the sisters act out dramatic
and perverted plots where they pretend to kill
their employer. Solange and Claire take turns
playing murderer and victim, and, as their
identities are blurred, their threats become increasingly personal and real. During this escalation, it is revealed to the audience that Claire
was responsible for the imprisonment of Madame’s lover, Monsieur, and Solange details
her failed attempts to kill Madame. Ultimately,
the audience understands that the real danger
is that the sisters may attack each other as they
get caught in their own web of lies, threats and
murderous intentions.
By acting out their elaborate scenes, Solange
and Claire are able to escape their poverty, if
only momentarily. Imitating wealth and prestige compensates for their feelings of inferiority. Through insults and violence directed
toward Madame, the maids are able to revolt
against the class structures that keep them
contained. Their opinions on Madame and her
luxurious life alternate between intense hatred
and intoxicating, often sexual, desire. In their
roleplays they seem to enjoy both submitting
to her authority and defying it. At the conclusion of the play, the sisters recognize that despite their complicated relationship with class
and authority, they cannot escape their reality.
This leads to Claire's suicide, as she embodies
Madame one last time and drinks the poison
intended for their employer. Solange cradles
Claire in this moment, pronouncing the two of
them “beautiful, joyous, drunk and free.”
When Bianco entered the stage as Claire
with a clownish amount of blush and lipstick,
the audience knew it was in for quite the performance. Bianco managed to capture the
unstable, immature maid without hesitation.
Her commitment to the character expressed

itself through her movements, exaggerated
when pretending to be Madame and childish
as Claire. Bianco’s most impressive scene occurred during a particularly violent roleplaying
episode between the sisters. As she screamed
and writhed under Jolliffe’s hands, I felt concern not for the character Claire, but Bianco
herself.
As the other sister, Solange, Jolliffe also
delivered a fantastic performance. Her cold
demeanor, accentuated by the click of her
practical, black heels, created a chilling and
unpredictable disposition. Jolliffe showed no
apprehension in her portrayal of Solange, committing to the character’s wicked insults and
actions. Her depiction of Solange explored the
layers of the character, seamlessly switching
between an aggressive, scorned woman and
a cold, reserved housekeeper. Jolliffe demonstrated this in the scenes where the sisters abandoned their extravagant roleplays and returned
to their maidly duties. Jolliffe’s calmness in the
aftermath of these scenes made me wonder if I
had really witnessed the two of them try to kill
each other moments before.
The Maids immediately throws the audience into a confusing and chaotic situation, but
director Zola Gray ’23 was able to take charge
of the stage. I commend her for her attention
and intention throughout the production. Subtle details, such as Claire’s white slip peeking
through her various outfits (especially the illfitting dresses she borrows when playing Madame) or the choice to have Solange step almost
off stage to deliver a portion of her monologue
on the moonlit balcony, were elements I appreciated.
The play was packed full of meaningful features, compelling viewers to pay attention to
everything from the color of a dress to a shift in
lighting, which showed dedication from the entire cast and crew. This fervent play, which included depictions of assault, incest and suicide,
required special care. I saw this demonstrated
by all involved, as I never felt the characters nor
the actors were being exploited. Rather, I was
watching an intense story unfold.
I applaud actresses Bianco and Jolliffe for
their phenomenal acting as a part of their senior theses. They were an incredible combination who easily played off each other’s energy
and captivated their audience. After watching
The Maids this past weekend, I know I and the
rest of Kenyon will miss their stage presences
in the future.

Fields doesn't dissapoint with new album, Sentimental Fool
LIAM VALLIANOS-HEALY
STAFF WRITER

After most hiatuses by a musical
performer, fans long for the day that
they return to the stage, often only to
be disappointed by the quality of the
release. Lee Fields has sidestepped this
phenomenon with deft grace and has
risen to even greater heights than he
must have thought possible in his latest album, released Oct. 28. Produced
by Daptone Records Co-founder Gabriel Roth, Sentimental Fool creates
the perfect environment for Fields
to display his vocal talent (arguably
one of the best in the current lineup
of soul musicians). Fields is joined
by a backing band of incredible skill
with guitarist Thomas Brenneck (of
The Budos Band and Menahan Street

Band), saxophonist Neal Sugarman (of
the Sugarman 3 and The Dap-Kings),
trumpeter Dave Guy (of The Roots and
The Dap-Kings), as well as others of
almost equally prolific musical experience.
With the minds behind some of this
decade’s most brilliant instrumental
groups involved in the project, Fields
runs the risk of being overshadowed
by his peers, yet his 50-year experience as a singer proves that sometimes
experience rings more powerfully
than musical skill. Fields’ career spans
over 40 musical projects and almost
20 studio albums, yet this latest release proves to be his most intimate
and human. An album heavily populated by catchy dance tunes, Sentimental Fool’s strengths lie in the raw emotion evoked in the fast-moving ballads
“Save Your Tears For Someone New”

and “Ordinary Lives.” Both songs include the clichéd trope of yearning for
unrequited love but allow new takes
on the concept, dealing with topics
like toxic relationships and the difficulties of modern romance. Considering Fields has been performing since
1967, it’s safe to say that he has some
authority to discuss these topics with a
high degree of nuance. Although there
are tracks rife with emotion and mental fortitude, Fields doesn’t shy away
from showing a more energized side
to his character on songs like “Two
Jobs” and “Your Face Before My Eyes.”
Songs like these showcase Field’s powerful voice while professing his takes
on life’s hardships as well as its lighter
moments.
While Fields has shown incredible
talent on this record, props must be
given to Gabriel Roth for creating an

atmosphere in which Fields can shine
and show the full breadth of his singing ability. A striking tenet about Sentimental Fool is the way in which the
instrumentalists complement Fields’
vocal talent, considering the fact that
this is Fields’ first ever album with
Daptone Records (while all the supporting musicians on Sentimental Fool
are Daptone Records regulars). Along
with the all-star lineup of backing musicians, Sentimental Fool might be the
most well-produced album released in
2022. It proves that Fields has come
a long way in his musical career. He
has shed his title of “Little JB” (James
Brown, an incredibly important inf luence on the early stages of Fields’ career) and has shown that he will leave
an indelible mark on American musical history as one of the greatest soul
singers of all time.
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Yik Yak fosters
unbridled toxicity
We at the Collegian have deleted Yik Yak, and we recommend that you do as well.
The social media app Yik Yak returned last year after a
four-year hiatus. The platform, for those who do not know,
uses geographical targeting to create a pseudo-discussion
board for people in the same five-mile radius. This aspect of
Yik Yak is ostensibly useful, as some may wish to connect
with others in the area or publish an opinion or announcement to the community. The trouble comes from the anonymity of users: There is no way to know who is posting
what, and with the posts becoming increasingly toxic, this
is a problem.
Given Kenyon’s small community and relatively isolated location, Yik Yak at Kenyon is mostly Kenyon students,
allowing for discussion of campus events and controversies
— and for directed cyberbullying. The app will remove reported posts that violate its guidelines, including those that
are bullying or use people’s real names (when such moderation functions as intended), but posts can have an impact
even if they’re only up for a few minutes. Those few minutes
could allow for just one targeted post to inspire a cascade of
many more, causing significant damage to the reputation
and mental health of the target.
In turn, what started as a message board filled with
harmless jokes, poorly-thought-out bits and updates on
social events has since morphed into a cesspool of hostility, cyberbullying and vitriol. The anonymity absolves all
Kenyon students of culpability — culpability that, given
the content of some posts, is direly needed. While we feel
that it is important that students have access to methods of
anonymous reporting, Yik Yak is not, and fundamentally
cannot, fill this need, being a public platform. As such, we
urge students to resist using this platform to make inflammatory statements just for entertainment. We all know the
consequences of stereotypes, and at an elementary level, we
all learned the consequences of bullying. If there is a real issue, address it in ways that may result in an actual solution,
like reporting a concern to the Office for Civil Rights or to
an organization’s disciplinary board.
We acknowledge that the frustrations voiced on Yik Yak
over the failure of institutions at Kenyon and the limitations of the Title IX process are valid, but that doesn’t mean
a public, anonymous app is the place to have these discussions. There are difficult conversations we need to have as
a community, and there is a need for safe spaces to voice
concern — the lack of organizations like SRPA and the Peer
Counselors have left a gap that needs to be filled, which may
be part of the reason people are turning to the app — but
Yik Yak is not this space.
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COLUMN:
Pick up your cigarette butts
DOROTHY YAQUB
COLUMNIST

Before all the NYC natives and grunge-band groupies take up arms to attack me, I would like to make it
very clear that this article is not anti-cigarette. They’re
not my cup of tea, but I don’t have anything against
them, and I’ll be the first to admit that, lung health be
damned, cigarettes look cool as hell. But, they only look
cool in certain contexts (e.g., in the crimson-lipsticked
mouth of a hot girl). One place they definitely don’t look
cool is lying littered on the ground, and unfortunately,
that’s where I see them the most.
Come on, guys. You know better. You saw those
Smokey Bear PSAs. You had “Reduce, Reuse, Recycle”
posters plastered on the walls of your middle school.
You reposted climate change infographics on your Instagram story during your 2020 activism kick. The average Kenyon student is well aware of environmental issues. So why does the ground outside Chalmers Library
resemble the floor of a gas station bathroom?
I implore the Kenyon smoking community: Acquaint
yourselves with the various trash cans located around
campus. And yes, I know how much of an ordeal that
can be. I could write an entire article about how inaccessible waste receptacles are here on campus. Kenyon has
criminally few trash cans and even fewer recycling bins.
Frankly, students should get an honorary classics degree
for finding one in the labyrinth that is Ascension Hall.
But just because Kenyon isn’t good at environmentalism doesn’t mean that the student body can’t be. I know
that those elusive trash cans can be difficult to find, but
I promise they’re out there.
Before all you vapers leave feeling morally superior,
let me be clear: Just because you’re not leaving a trail of
cigarette butts in your wake like a 21st-century Hansel

or Gretel doesn’t mean you’re off the hook. I’ve seen far
too many abandoned Juul pods lying forgotten in the
grass. At this rate, the poor squirrels are going to starve
to death after collecting them instead of acorns.
Unfortunately, nicotine-related paraphernalia is far
from the only litter around campus. Beer cans, condom
wrappers, those red plastic cups you kleptomaniacs
keep stealing from Peirce — Kenyon might as well be
renamed the Knox County Landfill. No wonder we have
so many raccoons. Something clearly needs to change.
There are long-term solutions to this problem, but they
require funding and committees and all sorts of other
bureaucratic red tape, and if there’s one thing this school
loves, it’s avoiding making incremental change at all
costs. So, let’s start small and return to cigarettes.
Here’s the long and short of it: Whether you’re smoking electric or acoustic style, you’ve got trash to dispose
of, and Kenyon does not have very many trash cans. My
short term solution is that if you don’t want to trek to
a trash can for each and every cigarette that you chain
smoke, you should swallow your pride and start carrying around a plastic baggie for your butts. Then, when
you finally find yourself in the general vicinity of one of
Kenyon’s occasional trash cans, you can cleanly dispose
of all your waste at once.
Yes, carrying a small plastic bag while wearing an
artsy sweater vest might make you look like Walter
White, but it’s a small sacrifice to make for saving the
planet.
Dorothy Yaqub ’26 is a columnist for the Collegian.
She has not declared a major and is from Santa Barbara,
Calif. She can be reached at yaqub1@kenyon.edu

Sincerely,
Salvatore, Amelia and Reid
Anonymous incident reports can be filed at https://forms.
kenyon.edu/node/82
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief
Amelia Carnell ’23 and Salvatore Macchione ’23 and executive director Reid Stautberg ’23. You can contact them at carnell1@kenyon.edu, macchione1@kenyon.edu, stautberg1@
kenyon.edu, respectively.

HANNAH SUSSMAN
The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed
on this page belong only to the writers. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff. All members of the
community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous
letters. Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be received no later than the
Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
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Across
Taste with a kick
Fuzzy Wuzzy was one
Venous fluid for Venus
Jamba Juice berry
Romeo’s other half?
Odds’ end?
Letters after a long article, one hopes
Pick-me-up pill
In a fox-like fashion
Halloween
World’s biggest star
Architect Saarinen and namesakes
End of some races
Stick that often breaks
Dramatic introduction
Ex Try Guy
Milky stones
Joint session member?
Classless students?
Government IOU
The Beatles “Maggie ___”
Word repeated after “Que” for Doris Day
Japanese bread?
11/11
Home of Hercules’ lion
King of France
Gobbled down feast
It’s a steal!
“Well ___-da!”
Big-time blow
Provide an address?
House staff
Hang on tight
1998 animated movie with a talking
dragon, NOT a lizard
Chilly powder
“Duh” briefly
Down
Part of a sleeve, for short
Body part often torn by athletes
Zilch
Former Brownies with cookies, e.g.?
Part of a song that can be walked or
slapped
Disney royalty who let it go
“You’ve Got _______” (Carole King tune)
Showered?
Fitting compliment?
Reason for the sneezin’
D.C. athlete
One’s partner?
King of Spain
Parcel of property
La’s lead-in
Not a good thing to run on

11/10
Solutions

Weekly Crossword
KYLE KELLEY
CROSSWORD EDITOR

26
27
28
29
30
31
35
37
38
39
41

Sierra _____
Sir John of rock
Not ‘neath
Like some patio furniture
Sound introduction
Long element of many exams
Easy way to get 200 (fake) dollars
Tricky split
La Brea goo
Like some mirrors
“I’m back!”

45
46
47
48
50
51
52
53
54
57
58

Longtime Mass. senator’s monogram
Musk’s mobiles
What “team” has
Trilateral ‘90s treaty
A driving direction
Treat well?
Meatloaf’s “___ Anything for Love”
Characteristic clothing
Uncle with a cabin
Tyler in “Armageddon”
Log opening?

Did you finish this crossword?
Email a photo of your completed crossword to crossword@kenyoncollegian.
com for a chance at a shoutout in next week’s issue!

Congratulations, Teddy Keller ’24 for
completing last week’s crossword!
SARAH TOMASI
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Men’s basketball starts season
undefeated, women fall to 1-2
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Cross country closes
season in snowy race
HANNAH DOURGARIAN
NEWS EDITOR

Testa leads the team in scoring with 39 points. | COURTESY OF ISOO O’BRIEN
KATIE SPARVERO
SPORTS EDITOR

Men’s basketball
The Kenyon men’s basketball team continued its success to move their record to
3-0. After trailing throughout the first half,
the Owls mounted a comeback win against
the Earlham College (Ind.) Quakers before
handily defeating the Grove City (Pa.) Wolverines.
In their home opener on Monday, the
Owls found themselves down 8-0 less than
four minutes into the game. Kenyon continued to struggle throughout the first half, as
Earlham grew their lead to 14 points with
seven and a half minutes to play in the
frame. From there, though, the Owls took
over, going on a 20-8 run to trail 33-31 at
halftime. With the tide of the game turning,
Kenyon took its first lead of the game when
Nick Lewis ’23 sank a pair of free throws to
put the Owls up 36-35. Kenyon never trailed
again, leading by as much as 17 before winning the game 74-59. For Anthony Testa
’24, who led the Owls in scoring for the second game in a row, the game revealed the
team’s ability to find their composure and
dictate the terms of the game. “I think we
did a good job of keeping our cool after going down early and did well to get back into
the game,” he wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Prior to the game against Grove City, Testa remarked on the need for a consistent effort through the entire game. “We’ve gotten
off to slow starts in our first two games, so
that’s an area we could look to improve on,”
he said. On Wednesday, the Owls jumped
out to an early lead against the Wolverines, scoring the game’s first six points on
the way to a wire-to-wire 60-50 win. Miles
Versa ’25 led the team with 19 points, while
Drew Valentino ’24 had 12 rebounds.
The Owls will look to continue their
unbeaten season when they travel to face
Wilmington College on Saturday. Testa believes the team will continue to grow as the

season goes on. “We just need to continue to
find our groove offensively and stay locked
in on the defensive end,” he said.
Women’s basketball
In its first two road games of the season,
the Kenyon women’s basketball team was
unable to continue its success. A dominant
first half from Capital University sank the
Owls, and a second-half comeback from
Wilmington College moved Kenyon to 1-2.
On Saturday, the Owls traveled to Columbus, Ohio, to face the Comets. Though both
teams struggled to generate much offense
in a quiet first quarter, Capital was able to
double up Kenyon to lead 10-5. The Owls
came out of the gate hot in the second quarter, scoring the first five points of the period
to tie the game at 10. From there, the Comets
dominated, riding a 20-5 run to take a 30-15
lead at halftime. Though Kenyon outscored
Capital 34-30 in the second half, the Comets
won the game 60-49 on the strength of their
first-half play. Alyssa Gest ’26, who had nine
points and two rebounds in the game, believes the team can learn from the game. “I
think we played well together as a collective
group and that our intensity was consistent
throughout the game,” she wrote in an email
to the Collegian. “We need to improve our
composure on the f loor and handling ball
pressure, especially against quicker defenders.”
Kenyon and Wilmington traded the lead
nine times in their game on Wednesday,
with the Owls ahead 21-18 heading into the
half. When the two teams returned from the
break, the Quakers came alive, outscoring
the Owls 35-22 in the latter 20 minutes on
the way to a 53-43 victory.
The Owls will be off over Thanksgiving
break, before they return to play against
Earlham College (Ind.) on Nov. 30. As Kenyon’s season continues, Gest believes the
team has the ability to develop as a unit and
find success. “We must look for great shots
instead of good shots and be in control of
the game throughout all four quarters,” she
said. “We also need to continue to trust each
other and each player must dive into their
roles this season.”
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The men’s and women’s cross
country teams brought their season to a close at the 2022 NCAA
Division III Great Lakes Regional Championship on Saturday
in Holland, Mich. Despite snow
and temperatures in the 30s, both
teams had respectable performances, with the men’s team placing 22nd out of 38 teams with 621
team points and the women’s team
placing 24th out of 34 teams with
721 team points.
The men’s team produced their
best finish since 2015, when they
earned 21st place at the event.
Keegan Minahan ’24, who has
led the Owls throughout the season, was the first Owl to finish the
8K race with a career-best time of
25:31.4. His performances earned
him 71st place out of 271 runners.
Joshua Breard ’26 finished second for the Owls in 25:56.7, also a
personal best, to earn 96th place.
According to Breard, the team
embraced the adverse conditions
and entered the race committed
to running their hardest. “Before
the race, my coach told me that it
was time to go into ‘Hurt Locker,’
which really just [meant I was] going to have to empty the tank on

the last race and it didn’t matter
what conditions we were going to
run in,” he said. “It was still going
to be a tough, painful race if [we]
gave it [our] best.”
The women also performed
well, but they faced another adversity in the absence of their top
runner, Anna Harnsberger ’23,
who is currently injured. Alice
Riley ’23 led the Owls in the 6K
event and finished the course in
23:40.5 to earn 91st place out of
245 runners. Anna Brown ’26 followed behind to finish in 24:21.0, a
personal best, to place 124th.
The women’s team will say
goodbye to three seniors this year,
all of whom Brown noted will be
greatly missed. “Not only are they
all talented runners, but they are
amazing individuals who together
have made this team feel more like
a family,” she wrote in an email to
the Collegian.
Riley, co-captain of the team
with Harnsberger, reflected on the
bittersweetness of running her final cross country race and the significant role her teammates have
played in her collegiate athletic
career. “I’ve had such an amazing
experience competing in this sport
for the past 10 years,” she wrote in
an email. “I feel incredibly grateful to everyone who’s been part of
this journey with me.”

Football falls to Denison
in tough season finale
HYUN CHO
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, the Owls finished off their season with a
loss against Denison University.
With this result, the Owls concluded their year with an overall record of 3-7, and 2-6 in the
NCAC.
In this final game, the Big
Red bested the Owls both offensively and defensively. Denison’s potent 495 yards of offense
proved to be the deciding factor
in the game, as the Owls put up
only 283 yards.
Wide receiver Zachary Kim
’25 was yet again the focal point
of Kenyon’s offense, coming
away with 114 yards. His 2022
season put his name in the Kenyon record books, as his 13
touchdowns are second only in
Kenyon history to Chris Myers
’71, who had 14 in 1969.
After Andy Canonico ’25 was
able to block a punt in Big Red
territory, the Owls recovered it
for a touchdown, putting themselves on the scoresheet in the

first quarter. Unfortunately for
them, they could not build on
that momentum, as the Big Red
relentlessly put numbers on the
board. By the end of the first
half, the scoreboard read 21-6,
favoring Denison.
The Big Red’s scoring spree
continued as they scored touchdown after touchdown in the
second half. The Owls dropped
their final game 49-12 to close
their 2022 season.
Looking to next year, the
Owls are excited for the opportunity to improve. “The offseason is the important part of the
year,” Kim wrote in an email to
the Collegian. “We’re excited and
ready to put in the work that will
elevate this program to higher
heights.”
While the rest of the team will
begin to prepare for next season,
the end of the seniors’ collegiate
careers was tinged with nostalgia. “I’m just glad that, for our
last season, we were able to enjoy the team and just play all
the guys,” starting quarterback
Ryan O’Leary ’23 said. “Sad that
it’s over, but all good things must
come to an end.”
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Men’s soccer clinches Sweet 16 berth over No. 6 Calvin
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR

After losing the NCAC Championship the
weekend before, the No. 5 Kenyon men’s soccer team bounced back and comfortably progressed through the first and second rounds
of the NCAA Division III tournament, beating Greenville University (Ill.) 6-1 and No. 6
Calvin University (Mich.) 4-0 just a day later.
The rainy and snowy conditions did not stop
the Owls from making it into the Sweet 16 for
the third time in their last four tournament appearances.
On Friday, Kenyon faced off against the
Greenville Panthers and needed only seven
minutes to start the party. After clearing away
a free kick at their end of the field, the Owls
quickly sprung a counter-attack through Max
Thesing ’24, who played an inch-perfect pass to
Sam Carson ’23. Carson looked to be through
on goal when a Panthers defender tackled
him from behind and the referee called for a
penalty kick. Scott Upton ’23, the designated
penalty taker, stepped up and scored his third
penalty of the season, despite the goalkeeper
getting his fingertips to the ball. Eight minutes
later, the Owls capitalized on another Greenville defensive error when Eamon Dujakovich
’25 won the ball high up the pitch. Dujakovich,
who drew the goalkeeper out, chipped the ball
over his head and toward Sebastian Gaese ’23.
Gaese promptly nodded home the eventual
game winner, doubling Kenyon’s lead.
The Owls did not rest on their laurels, however. Just as the rain kept relentlessly pouring
down, Kenyon continued to attack, not allowing Greenville to get back into the game. The
Owls found the back of the net again in the
32nd minute when Mac Nardiello-Smith ’24
drew a foul five yards outside of the Panthers’
box. Kenyon’s top goalscorer Alem Duratovic ’25 took the free kick and scored his first
of three on the day, managing to squeeze the
shot through the leaky Panthers wall and into
the bottom left corner. Four minutes later, Duratovic was at it again, finishing off a beautiful
move from Atli Hrafnkelsson ’23. Hrafnkelsson collected the ball from a throw-in and
gracefully evaded three defenders before finding a wide open Duratovic at the left side of the
box. Duratovic then clinically curved his shot
across goal and into the bottom right corner,
making it 4-0 Owls going into halftime.
In the second half, Kenyon subbed out

Duratovic scored four goals over two games. | COURTESY
OF GRAHAM STOKES
many of their starting players, but nonetheless
still controlled the game and continued to attack. Carson got his goal in the 62nd minute
when he ran on to the end of a beautiful pass
from Gerardo Martinez ’25. Carson dribbled
around the keeper and chipped the ball into
the net from a tight angle. Then in the 85th
minute, Duratovic, assisted by Jacob Lazarus
’25, completed his hat-trick by scoring a beautiful curling effort into the top right corner from
20 yards out. The Owls did ultimately concede
a goal with 21 seconds to go, but it was too little,
too late for Greenville, who were thoroughly
outplayed. The defense was stout as always, allowing only three shots on goal throughout the
entire game, with none coming in the first half.
Mavec Field traded rain for snow the following day when Kenyon faced off against the Calvin Knights for the first time since 2015, when
Calvin came away victorious in an Elite Eight
matchup. But no amount of cold weather could
stop the on-fire Owls, as more than 400 fans
turned out to see their school’s ninth straight
second-round game. The Knights added even
more fuel to the fiery matchup, as two Calvin
players saw red cards and four others received
yellow cards over the 90 minutes.
Kenyon started quick out of the gate, notching two shots on goal in the opening four minutes. The Owls found their breakthrough in
the 16th minute with the help of Luke Muther
’23. Muther sprinted down his favored righthand side and connected with Gaese in the
box. With his back toward goal, Gaese turned
and rocketed his shot past a Calvin defender
and goalkeeper, making it 1-0. Then in the
28th minute, the Owls launched one of their
signature whirlwind counter-attacks off of a
Calvin free kick. Gaese picked the ball up in
midfield and found Carson, who ran in behind

the Knights’ backline and was in on goal. However, Carson was tackled by the goalkeeper just
outside the box, which left the referee no choice
but to send off the Calvin keeper in what was a
clear denial of a goalscoring opportunity. If the
momentum hadn’t been with the Owls before,
it was now. But despite their numerical advantage, Kenyon could not score for the rest of the
half, and it was still 1-0 entering the break.
The noticeably fatigued Knights, who only
brought on five substitutes from the bench
throughout the 90 minutes, could not do much
in a second 45 minutes dominated by the Owls.
In the 54th minute, center-back Matt Nguyen
’26 doubled Kenyon’s lead off of a corner. As
the cross came in, Upton passed across goal
toward Gaese, who redirected the ball toward
the center of the box. Nguyen was the first to
it and volleyed the ball into the back of the net
from close range before being engulfed by his
ecstatic teammates. Ten minutes later, Duratovic, who has now scored nine goals in his past
eight appearances, continued his impressive
goalscoring form when he drew a penalty and
dispatched it down the middle, making it 3-0.
In the ensuing walk to the center circle, a
Calvin forward made a comment to the referee, who immediately showed him a red
card, reducing the Knights to nine men, to
the cheers of the Kenyon student section. The
Owls’ final goal came in the 84th minute when
Johan Johannsson ’23 played a pass out wide
to Aidan Schoellkopf ’23, who returned the
favor seconds later. Johannsson met the ball
in stride and volleyed it past the keeper at his
near post before running to celebrate with the
fans, cementing a winter wonderland win for
the Owls. “It is always a special feeling scoring
a goal. Especially for a defensive midfielder.
But this goal was truly special, scoring in the

The Owls will play their next two games at home. | COURTESY OF ISOO O’BRIEN

NCAA tournament, in front of the amazing
KCMS ultras [devoted fans],” said Johannsson in an email to the Collegian. “I definitely
blacked out for a moment in the midst of the
celebration.”
The Owls will play host on Saturday to No.
9 Washington and Lee University (Va.). After
winning the Old Dominion Athletic Conference with an overall record of 16-2-4, Washington and Lee hosted their first two round
matchups against Brevard College (N.C.) and
Muhlenberg College (Pa.). The Owls will face
off against the Generals at 1:30 p.m. on Saturday.
At 11 a.m., the other Saturday matchup will
take place between Williams College (Mass.),
7-1-11, and Ohio Northern, 13-3-5. After playing in the NESCAC, Williams advanced after
upsetting No. 1 Messiah University (Pa.) on the
road. Kenyon has never faced Williams, but
they did beat Ohio Northern 6-2 on the road
earlier this season. Ohio Northern hosted their
first two round games, despite losing in the
semifinals of the Ohio Athletic Tournament.
The winners of the two Sweet 16 matchups
will play each other on Mavec Field Sunday at 1
p.m. in the Elite Eight.
When asked about their upcoming run of
games, Johannsson was very confident in the
team. “I am 100% certain that this group can
go all the way,” he said. “This is by far the most
talented and the most cohesive group since
I came to Kenyon.” The secret trick? There
is none, says Johannsson — they just have to
keep doing what they’ve been doing. “We just
have to focus on one half at a time and see how
far that takes us,” he said.
Rankings are from Week 10 of D3soccer.com
Men’s Top 25.

Divers head
to Pittsburgh
for unscored
meet
CALEB NEWMAN
SPORTS EDITOR
MICAH ARENSTEIN
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams traveled to
Carnegie Mellon University (Pa.), where
four Kenyon divers from each team participated. Despite the meet being unscored for team points, the Owls had a
successful day.
Israel Zavaleta ’24 was once again the
standout for the men’s swim and dive
team, earning first place in the one- and
three-meter events with scores of 397.35
and 386.25, respectively. “I’m proud of
myself for competing well,” he wrote in
an email to the Collegian. “But I’m also
proud of my teammates that completed
new dives.”
For the women’s swim and diving team, Katarina Ilic ’24 was the top
scorer for the Owls on the day, finishing third in both the one-meter and the
three-meter dive with scores of 251.63
and 254.40, respectively.
Kenyon will next compete at the Total Performance Invitational, a threeday meet in Gambier that starts Thursday.

